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Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are approximations used for hydrological simulations and flood

mapping. Usually, DEMs have sinks corresponding to actual landscape depressions and/or

engineered structures such as bridges, road embankments, overhangs, dams... over or near to

water bodies. These sinks often result from interpolation errors or measurement inaccuracies.

Regardless of the source, sinks usually cause issues in hydrological simulations.

Classical filling and breaching methods have shown performance limitations. On one hand, a

breaching method cannot deal with big sinks such as sinkholes and lakes in a fair manner as it

may yield a long and deeply incised breach channel (lindsay 2016) . On the other hand, even

though favored among practitioners, filling a sink may yield a flat area whose altitude is the same

as its outlet. Therefore, hybrid methods combining breaching and filling were introduced. Lindsay

(2016) presented a hybrid method called “Selective breaching” where a threshold sink depth is

defined. As noted in Martz and Garbrecht (1999), a flat area near to the drainage basin outlet

impacts the computation of flow direction and the subsequent hydrological simulation.

A watershed partition into hydrological sub-units, e.g. (Hariri 2019) allows for the parallelization of

hydrological simulations. However, the larger the number of drainage basins and outlets, the

more opportunities of having flat areas near outlets are met.

As an automatic mitigation, we propose a hybrid method blending a carved DEM and a filled DEM

based on the distance to the outlet to take advantage of both methods.

The impact of the different methods to deal with sinks are evaluated for the Moderbach

watershed (89 km², Région Grand-Est, France) chosen for its numerous engineering structures (5

big reservoirs, 6 large dams, 3 flood detention areas, roads and highway) comparing the results

produced by a mixed-hybrid finite element code for surface flow simulation (Younes 1999) and

HEC-RAS (Brunner 1994). The results show that the hybrid method we proposed overcomes the

limitations of the classic filling and breaching and it is well adapted for parallel computing.
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